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MONTREAL (CANADA) – Phocion Investment Services (Phocion) is proud to offer
performance training services to investment professionals. Phocion believes that
the benefits of a robust performance culture includes the following:


A true understanding of performance returns



Command of portfolio evaluation measures that identify strengths and
weaknesses



Tools to ask the right questions and seek the right information



A minimization of financial risks

Phocion Founder, Ioannis Segounis, is a leading authority is the area performance measurement. He stated: "In line with Phocion's
mission of elevating operating standards within the investment industry, the firm provides training services that assist in obtaining the
necessary knowledge to use and improve client performance measurement accuracy. Moreover, we provide the tools to properly
understand the message behind the numbers". Mr. Segounis continued: "We are a non-believer in telling our clients what we offer. Rather,
we take the time necessary to listen in order to gather the information with respect to their needs. At that point we are positioned to make
the best possible service proposal to meet their requirements."
Topic areas for Phocion performance training services have included:


Performance measurement



Benchmarks and composites



Attribution analysis



Performance appraisal



Ethical standards

Investors needing more information about Phocion's Performance Training Services should contact us at +1-514-564-9955 or
info@phocioninvestments.com.
About Phocion Investment Services
Phocion Investment Services provides the expertise, independence and sophisticated tools that enable our clients to meet their
performance, compliance and due diligence objectives. Our objective is to bring clarity to the complexities of the investment industry and
to assist stakeholders in their investment decision processes. With our team’s proven track record and the firm’s core pillars of honesty,
accountability, and excellence in service, we are the industry’s trusted partner in the investment process.
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